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Despite decades of cases involving trademarks, trademark dilution remains one of the
most elusive concepts in intellectual property law.
In theory, dilution by blurring occurs when two entities use similar trademarks and
cause consumers to think for a moment to determine to which entity the mark refers —
a delay that may reflect a barrier to recognizing the trademark correctly.
In dilution matters, a majority of courts have held that plaintiffs need only to show
that consumers associate the defendant’s mark with the plaintiff’s famous marks.
As such, the most commonly relied upon methods in these litigation matters tend to
focus on association and do not necessarily measure impairment. However, some courts
have held that plaintiffs must also demonstrate that the distinctiveness of the famous
mark has been impaired.1
Impairment caused by blurring consists of a weakening of consumers’ associations
with a brand, a compromise of the uniqueness of the associations or a reduction in the
favorability of the associations the brand has worked hard to cultivate.

To assess impairment, recent academic research by a New York University research
team, which includes Joel Steckel, an author of this article, proposes two new surveybased experimental methods: one that measures the strength of brand associations, and
a second that measures preference ranking.2
For example, in a recent trademark matter in the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Oklahoma, BOKF NA v. DOK Corp., the plaintiff BOKF, a national bank with
a division branded as Bank of Oklahoma, alleged that cannabis dispensary Dank of
Oklahoma infringed on and diluted BOKF’s trademarks.
As part of its allegations, BOKF specifically asserted that the cannabis dispensary’s
name, logo and font were similar to those used by BOKF and therefore were “likely to
cause dilution by blurring […] of BOKF’s famous BANK OF OKLAHOMA Marks,” which
BOKF stated are associated with “high quality, dependable financial services.”3
In this example, impairment could be measured by assessing whether the alleged
infringement weakens the strength of consumers’ associations between “Bank of
Oklahoma” and, for example, the key characteristic of dependability. Alternatively,
impairment could also be measured by assessing whether the alleged infringement
causes consumers to prefer or favor the “Bank of Oklahoma” brand less.4
Corresponding to these example measures of potential impairment, we will describe
two survey-based experimental methodologies that may be more robust than the
current standard in case law.

Current Standard May Not Directly Measure Impairment
Historically, many major trademark dilution cases have employed surveys to provide
evidence of association, though they may not have directly provided evidence of
impairment, i.e., actual dilution by blurring.
One such case was Nike Inc. v. Nikepal International Inc. in the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of California5 Sports apparel and equipment brand Nike sought an
injunction against Nikepal, a laboratory products and services company, for using the
trademark “Nike” in its name.
The plaintiff conducted a telephone survey of existing and potential Nikepal
customers asking, “What, if anything, came to your mind when I first said the word
‘Nikepal’?” The survey results showed that 87% of respondents associated Nikepal
with Nike. Citing the survey results as a factor in their decision, the court ruled that
the junior mark, Nikepal, was diluting Nike’s mark. Many other cases have used similar
surveys to demonstrate dilution by blurring.6
Strictly speaking, the Nikepal survey only addresses the question of whether
consumers are reminded of the senior brand when presented with the junior brand
— it is less than surprising that consumers would think of Nike, one of the world’s bestknown brand names, when presented with the word “Nikepal.” If consumers think of
Nike when hearing “Nikepal,” it does not necessarily follow that the distinctiveness of
the famous mark is in fact impaired.
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For example, the consumer may simply be repeating back or parroting the famous
part they hear within the name “Nikepal.” The Nikepal survey therefore does not allow
us to determine whether the effect is a result of simple parroting, or true impairment
due to dilution by blurring.
In contrast, academic research has progressed further with respect to the
measurement of dilution by blurring by evaluating both association and impairment.
For example, a seemingly promising method offered by academic research to assess
associations and impairment involves comparing consumers’ reaction time when
assessing whether two words, e.g., Heineken and beer, are related.
This literature posits that the degree of association is correlated with the speed at
which information can be processed.7 Based on this premise, a number of academic
studies have used reaction times to measure trademark dilution by determining the
existence and strengths of associations.8
However, reaction studies are methodologically and technologically complex, and
they require careful execution to confirm that the results are in fact measuring dilution
by blurring rather than laboratory artifacts.
In particular, the aforementioned NYU research team found that one of the
laboratory artifacts in previous reaction studies is the failure to control for the element
of surprise; that is, respondents may have shown slower reaction times because they
were surprised by the novelty of the presented stimuli, rather than because of a
weakening of associations.
As alternatives, the NYU research team proposed two simpler methodologies
that, when designed appropriately, can provide more robust results than the limited
methodology used in cases such as Nikepal.9

Survey Method: Brand-Association Strength Experiment
The first methodology is an experiment designed to evaluate the strength of brand
associations in the presence of diluting advertisements. Respondents assigned to the
control group are shown a series of advertisements with truthful representations of
well-known brands, for example, Perrier sparkling water. Respondents assigned to the
treatment group are shown the same advertisements, as well as an additional diluting
brand, for the brand of interest, e.g., an ad for Mercedes-Benz toothpaste.
Respondents in both groups are then shown a number of brand/word pairs, e.g.,
Chase/money, Coca Cola/thirst, United/plane. The set of brand/word pairs includes
pairs in which the terms are associated with the brand of interest — e.g., with a product
category, such as Mercedes/cars, or with characteristics, such as Mercedes/wealth and
Mercedes/luxury — as well as pairs with unrelated terms — e.g., Mercedes/toothpaste,
Mercedes/cheap.
Respondents are asked to indicate their level of association between the brand/word
pairs on a five-point scale, from associating the brand with the word not at all to a great
deal.
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The results are analyzed by comparing the levels of association for the treatment
group to those of the control group. If exposure to the diluting ad caused dilution by
blurring, respondents in the treatment group, who saw the diluting advertisement, e.g.,
Mercedes/toothpaste, would associate the brand of interest with a related word, e.g.,
Mercedes/cars, less strongly than respondents in the control group.

Survey Method: Preference-Ranking Experiment
The second study methodology measures the impact alleged dilution has, if any, on the
selling power of the famous brand by testing consumer preference for the brand in the
presence of diluting advertisements. As with the first method, respondents are divided
into treatment and control groups.
First, out of a list of brands, all respondents are asked to indicate several brands
with which they are familiar. Then, respondents in the control group are shown a
series of text-only advertisements with truthful representations of the brand, as well
as a diluting ad for another brand not of interest, e.g., a Nike toothpaste ad for a study
interested in studying the Mercedes brand.
Respondents in the treatment group are shown the three text-only ads, as well as a
diluting ad for the brand of interest, e.g., a Mercedes toothpaste ad for a study interested
in studying the Mercedes brand. After viewing the ads, all respondents are asked to rank,
on a numbered scale from 1, favorite, to 5, least favorite, the several brands with which
they indicated familiarity.
The results are analyzed by comparing the average preference ranking for the brand
of interest in the treatment group to that in the control group. A statistically significant
difference in preference ranking would suggest evidence of dilution by blurring.

Conclusion
Thus far, trademark dilution cases have primarily relied on association studies as
evidence of dilution by blurring. However, association studies as observed in various
cases, as well as reaction time studies carried out in a laboratory, may not necessarily
measure impairment.
As previously explained, they may instead measure the effect of parroting seemingly
similar-sounding words or the effect of a surprising stimulus, rather than directly
demonstrating any impairment of the distinctiveness of the mark.
Recent academic research proposes two alternative methods that more directly
assess impairment. The first brand-strength association experiment assesses
impairment by determining whether diluting ads reduce consumers’ associations
between a brand and key attributes.
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The second preference-ranking experiment measures impairment by determining
whether diluting ads reduce consumers’ preferences for familiar brands. When both
association and impairment need to be assessed, these two survey-based experimental
methods may provide more robust assessments of association and impairment than the
surveys used in cases such as Nikepal.
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